SpaceHack!
Simplified instructions
Start round

Part 2

Listen for instructions
from other crew

Read instruction

Does it sound like ‘Set to
cyan’, ‘set red alert’, ‘set
condition magenta’ etc?

Locate control
Read it out loud so
someone else can
deal with it

No

Is control on my
panel?

Is control on my
panel?

No

Someone else will
deal with this one

Select the colour
mentioned in the
instruction

Yes

Colours

Are there two
buttons with
arrows?

Cycle through colours
to find the right one

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Is there a slider or
rotating knob with
colours marked on a
scale?

Determine
control type

Slide or spin to point
at the required colour

Yes

No

Does it sound like ‘Push the…’, ‘Stir
the…’, ‘Agitate the…’ etc?

Yes

Activate control

Are there two or four
buttons, one of which is
labelled with your
action?

Push the button with
the right action label

Yes

Is there a rotating
spinner lit up with
a colour?

Yes

Rotate to find the
right colour

Yes

Push the button with
the required colour

Buttons
No

No
No

Is there a big button, or
a display saying ‘Push’?

Yes

Are there four
buttons with
coloured spots by
them?

Push the button

No
No

No

Double check!
Double check!

Does it sound like ‘Set to 4’,
‘Increase to 7’, ‘Set to 100%’,
etc?

Yes

Is there a
keypad?

Select number

Numbers

Press relevant
number key

Yes

No

Are there two buttons, with
arrows drawn above them and a
number shown on the LCD?

Increase or decrease
with the arrow keys

Yes

Does it sound like ‘Switch on the...’,
‘Deactivate the…’, ‘Engage the…’ etc?

Yes

Switch control on or
off according to
instruction

Are there two
buttons, marked
‘Off’ and ‘On’?

Yes

Switch off or on using
the marked buttons

Yes

Push the button

No

Switches

Is there a button
to push?

No

Is there a slider or
spinner with numbers
marked?

No

No

Slide or spin to select
the correct number

Yes

No

Is there a slider to move
or knob to rotate, with
‘Off’ and ‘On’ marked?

Double check!

No

Is there a row of
four switches?

No

Yes

Slide or rotate the
knob towards ‘On’ or
‘Off

Yes

Flip all the switches
on or off

Yes

Flip up the trigger
guard to access the
toggle switch

No

Does it sound like ‘”Set to
‘Grip’”, “Set to ‘Jig’”, etc?

Yes

Select the required
word on the control

Is there a spinner with
a word on a calculatorlike display?

Yes

Spin to find the
required word

Is there a plastic
trigger guard?

Words

No
No

Double check!

No

Are there two buttons with
arrows above them and a word
shown in the LCD?

Yes

Cycle left and right to
find the required
word (list is
alphabetical)

Does it sound like “Pin is
‘1234’”?

Yes

Pin numbers

No

Enter pin number

Is it a keypad?

Yes

Type the number!

No

No

Go find the keypad!
Go to Part 2 above

Is there a slider or ortatign
knob, with a word shown on the
LCD?

Yes

Slide or turn to find
the required word
(list is alphabetical)

Listen harder!

No

STAR
CORPS

Double check!

“It practically flies itself!”

